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giving a relief effect. Many colours were
marled, producing depth of colour with
a 3D effect in the final fabric. The look
was generally for clean dry surfaces
but by means of colour these were
made interesting and also difficult to
copy cheaply. Ilaria showed delicate
bouclés, small knots and a slight crimp

in the yarn for a delicate, feminine look
in natural looking pastels.
Hand knitting where many eco
yarns were first introduced, as at
Filpucci, continues to expand. Thick,
ecru wool yarns, surprisingly light and
soft, knitted with coloured decoration
and large gauge stitching at

Spazio Ricerca water's edge marine colour inspiration

Grignasco showed dramatic
interpretations. The continuing
message in all sectors of the Made in
Italy movement is that the technology
and expertise of the industry is
becoming so complex that it is
expensive and difficult to provide
cheap knock-offs.

Waterline designs and colours by Angelo Figus and Nicola Miller

BACK TO NATURE
Natural fibres and seamless technology were strongly in evidence at the
US-based Outdoor Retailer Winter Market, as Kathy Swantko reports
ustainability continued to push
fabric development trends at
the Outdoor Retailer Winter
Market (ORWM) held in Salt
Lake City, US, from 23 to 26 January.
The spotlight was on new fabric
developments containing functional
qualities with a sustainable story.
Show director Kenji Haroutunian said:
“This year’s show was overflowing with
passion, incredible technology and an
extensive array of products designed to
move this industry forward by bringing
more people into the outdoor
community.
“We have worked very hard to
establish an atmosphere that is
business friendly but also celebrates
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the heart and soul of the industry.”
According to Mr Haroutunian,
manufacturers are introducing a new
generation of equipment, apparel and
accessories aimed at bringing more
people outdoors. “Newcomers to the
show are experiencing new levels of
performance, comfort, fit and fashion,
while outdoor enthusiasts are seeing
advanced technology enabling them to
excel at their passions even in the
toughest conditions.”
The key trends in fibres and yarns
continued to be organic cotton,
seaweed, soy, bamboo, Cocona,
Merino wool, Modal and Modal/silk
blends, recycled polyester and
recycled nylon.

Surface interest
In knitwear constructions the trend
was towards surface interest fabrics
with fine-gauge, micro jacquard
patterns. Other knit constructions
included luxury, with soft, cashmerelike looks. A variety of textures gave
a new fashion look to knitted fabrics.
Soft, plush looks, including fleece,
continued to be important.
On the knitting technology side,
Santoni organised a “Seamless
Village”, a collaborative industry
display that included an operating
Santoni seamless knitting machine
and supporting exhibitors involved in
the seamless knitting industry (see
panel). The Seamless Village
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apparel field.
“Seamless
apparel is an
important segment
for Nilit. We were
pioneers in the
development of
microfibre yarns
for the seamless
category and, as
a result, our
products are used
by the leading
makers of
Santoni's Seamless Village was popular at ORWM
seamless legwear,
intimates,
bodywear, and
activewear.”
According to Ms
Kremidas, Nilit’s
new Aquarius and
BodyFresh fibres
provide the
benefits of
moisture
management and
anti-bacterial
properties,
enhancing the
Dreamworks knitting booth within Santoni seamless village
comfort of seamless garments.
generated a great deal of interest at
the show. This was the first time that
fibre, yarn and apparel
Faux cashmere
manufacturers have joined together
Concept III introduced its new faux
to create a collective display for the
cashmere Velboas fabrics at the
seamless market at ORWM. The idea
show, which offered fashionable,
was championed by Santoni to
lavish and plush aesthetics,
introduce the US outdoor market to
combined with the comfort and
the latest advancements in seamless
performance qualities that it says are
knitting technology.
desired by today’s outdoor customer.
Marco Poddine, area sales
According to David Parkes,
manager for Santoni explained:
president of Concept III, the 100%
“Based on the quality of the
polyester Velboas fabrics, which are
exhibitors and the goods featured
here at the Outdoor Retailer Show,
Santoni feels that this show is getting
more and more important.”
Besides Santoni, the other
supporting companies included in
ORWM’s Seamless Village were
Dreamworks Knitting of Santa Ana,
CA, Nouvelle Seamless of Montreal,
QC, Nilit America Corporation and
Regal Manufacturing.
Molly Kremidas, Nilit’s US
marketing director said: “The
Seamless Village offered ORWM
participants a convenient place to
Bison suede from Kingwhale
meet the experts in this exciting
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available in a variety of weights, can
be made in both a fleece knit
construction by Kingwhale Industries
and a sliver knit pile construction by
Nice Gain. Depending on the weight,
the Velboas can be used for a wide
array of applications, including first
layers, linings and outerwear.
Another interesting fabric is the
new Bison Suede from Kingwhale.
This Bison suede fabric is a fleecetype construction with the front of the
fabric printed and sueded to
resemble the worn leather bomber
jackets of the 1950s.
Chris Parkes of Concept III
explained: “Both sides of the Bison
Suede are made of 100% polyester.
The ‘hairy’ side is a type of fleece
and the front side is printed with the
suede pattern and then it is sanded.
It is printed with dye and then
finished and brushed to get the
leather effect.”
This Swiss company used the
ORWM to promote its comfort stretch
knitted activewear products and two
new partnerships which utilise DOW
XLA and its newest product, AYRXX.
Dow introduced the Greg Norman
Signature series of luxury ultimate
80s polo shirts made with Dow XLA
fibre technology. XLA is a unique
olefin-based stretch fibre engineered
to resist high heat and harsh
chemicals, allowing designers to
achieve a wider range of treatments
and finishes, while still maintaining
stretch and performance and the
natural touch of the base fibre. It is
the only stretch fibre that can
withstand the double mercerisation
process.
The shirts are a blend of 96%
double-mercerised Egyptian cotton
and 4% Dow XLA stretch fibre, said
to give comfort and mobility to the
garment, combined with luxury and
performance. The Greg Norman
Collection is the first golf apparel
brand to launch with Dow XLA in
knitwear.

New fabric family
Dow Solutions also launched its new
AYRXX family of fabrics, targeted at
the activewear market. The Diadora
Cycling Collection is Dow Solution’s
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moisture in the skin), Vitamin E,
Monoi de Tahiti (for regeneration of
skin cells), and Passion Fruit Oil (for
keeping skin supple). KI

Seamless Village
success

Greg Norman Signature series of luxury ultimate 80s polo shirts made with Dow XLA fibre technology

first partner to use these new ARYXX
fabrics, which comprise a 100%
polyolefin-based material. According
to Sarah Durante, communications
manager for Dow Solutions, garments
made with AYRXX provide climacontrol functions, superior longevity,
shape retention, colour-fastness,
quick-drying and breathable
qualities, along with a comfortable
softness next to the skin.
Cathy Knoles, textile innovation
manager for Dow, added: “Athletes
today demand highly comfortable
performance garments more than
ever. With AYRXX fabrics, Dow Fibre
Solutions meets this demand by
introducing a patented innovative
family of fabrics that gives activewear
an entirely new dimension of
performance and quality.”
The Diadora Cycling Collection with
AYRXX consists of men’s long and
short sleeved undershirts, cycling
jerseys and pants in different colours
and premium cuts. It is a
performance line that follows an
ergonomic approach to offer the best
possible support to the anatomic
shape of the body in motion and to
enhance muscular energy, according
to the company.
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Merino yarns
Offering visitors improvements on its
naturally performing Merino wool
fibre, AWI presented three new
product innovations at the show.
Ultra-light Merino was developed
in response to demand for
lightweight, comfortable, durable
and temperature controlled
garments. These Merino yarns are
said to be suitable for next-to-skin
applications, enabling garments to
be up to 30% lighter in weight, while
retaining their durability, structure
and style.
Nu-Yarn is another new AWI
development, which is a unique
method of producing fine count
Australian Merino yarns. Fabrics
made from Nu-Yarn are said to offer
comfort, softness and high bulk wind
resistance and quick drying
properties. This makes Nu-Yarn
suitable for a wide array of end
products from socks to bodywear to
outer garments.
Moisturising Merino is a new range
of finishing Merino textiles that add
cosmetic moisturisers and other
natural products to fabrics. The
available cosmetic finishes include
Aloe Vera, Squalane (for balancing

Santoni used its Seamless Village
concept at the ORWM Show to
present a range of new garments
aimed at the outerwear market,
which were first shown at ITMA last
year. While this new way of using
seamless technology has already
caught on in Europe, it still needs
to be marketed in the US.
According to Marco Poddine of
Santoni, the purpose of the village
was to market the new philosophy
of using new gauges and different
yarns to knit the same types of
outerwear garments, which in the
past have been produced only on
flatbed machines. The ultimate
goal for ORWM’s Seamless Village
was to reinvent the knitwear
category the seamless way, he
added.
Mr Poddine said: “We were very
happy about the quality level of
visitors and had the opportunity to
showcase our seamless
technology. Actually, many of the
visitors to the Seamless Village
had the chance to see for the first
time what a seamless knitting
machine is and the wide range of
garments which can be produced.
Many interesting contacts were
made among our village partners
and their potential buyers, which
was the main target of our
initiative.”
Tentative future plans are to finetune the Seamless Village and to
participate again at ORWM 2009.
Mr Poddine added: “We would like
to involve more exhibitors and we
will study a better way to attract
visitors’ attention. This is
something to be carefully
evaluated and we have time
enough to do this. But, I’m
personally convinced that this
experience should be repeated.”
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